CIVL Plenary Meeting 2012

FAI CIVL Awards

The following awards are decided by the CIVL Plenary and awarded by FAI:

- **The Pepe Lopes medal**
  The medal may be awarded for outstanding contributions to sportsmanship or international understanding in the sport of hang gliding and paragliding. The medal will only be awarded for truly significant acts or services and will not necessarily be awarded every year.

- **The FAI Hang Gliding Diploma**
  It may be awarded to an individual who is considered to have made an outstanding contribution to the development of hang gliding by his or her initiative, work or leadership in flight achievement.

Nominations for FAI CIVL awards shall be sent to louise.joselyn@wanadoo.fr and ag@teigar.net together with citations not exceeding 250 words, and any additional supporting information, to arrive no later than the 19th December 2011.

For general FAI awards, see: [www.fai.org/civl-awards/civl-general-awards](http://www.fai.org/civl-awards/civl-general-awards).
Nominations for general FAI awards should be made through the appropriate NAC directly to the FAI.